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Kristal Quartz is offers a nicely designed range of 2 and 3BHK apartments. It is a newly planned
residential development project of the Kristal Group. Kristal Group is an organization synonymous
with quality, dedication and trustworthiness. For over a decade now the group has been giving a
definite and distinctive look to Bangalore's skyline with more than 90 prime projects developed
across the city. More than 3000 families bear testimony to their success in this eventful journey. The
Kristal Quarts is representing a lavish living standard in a prime locality of the Banaglore city. There
will also be a provision ventilation, presenting a healthy lifestyle.

Kristal Quartz is located at the Sarjapur Road, Bangalore. Exactly it is situated at the Yamere
suburb of the Bangalore city. The project has been planned so strategically that it has everything of
your need at a stone's throw away. You can reach all the prominent spots of the city with an easy
way via good quality roads. Bangalore city has been witnessing a new trend in the real estate
segment. There are being witnessed a greener trend in the Bangalore city. There has been a
demand of greener residences that are built using eco friendly concept of designing.

Kristal Quartz is offering well designed 2BHK & 3BHK apartments. These apartments are developed
to have spacious interiors so that the denizens of it may have a larger life. These apartments have 4
sided ventilation as these are designed using a creative mind and newer concepts of designing. The
project is spread over a land of about 17.5 acres of land, over which about 88 luxurious villas are
made. These Apartments and Villas will have a cool and calm nature.

The Kristal Quartz also has some global amenities such as a club house with two Shuttle courts,
Two Tennis Courts, Two swimming pools, Large auditorium, Party hall, Gym for ladies and gents,
Chess and carom room etc. This club is covering an area of 1.3 acres. There will be a number of
happy moments and plenty of times that you can share with your family.

Kristal Group is a truly multinational corporate rooted in Indian Heritage with a blend of Spirituality
and Corporate Governance. Kristal Group established its operation in the year 1998 with a unique
aim for providing housing solutions to the demanding customers of IT City, Bengaluru. With an
experience of more than a decade, the Group has made steady progress and earned a reputation
for itself as a leading name in developing Apartments, Villas, Mansions, Triplex Houses, Multi-unit
houses, Commercial Complexes, Clubs & Resorts in the Garden City.
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Prop Tiger - About Author:
PropTiger is an independent real estate advisor with a pan-India presence. If you are interested in
buying a residential space in a Kristal Quartz , kindly contact us.
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